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Abstract 

An image is a set of different pixels and each pixel has many different characteristics such as color, intensity and texture.  

Image segmentation is a process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments that share similar attributes. It is 

typically used to locate objects and boundaries in images. Pixels that are nearby to each other and share the same color or 

pattern or gentle gradient of brightness are grouped into a single object. In that way we create a pixel -wise mask for each 

object in the image to identify the shape and boundary of each object. In our project, the aim is to perceive the impact of 

training datasets in human segmentation and compare the accuracy of existing models trained with appropriate datasets.   
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1. Introduction 

 

Image segmentation is a process of taking an image as input and outputting multiple regions which have 

similar pixel-wise patterns. An over-simplified example could be labeling human like pixels as black and 

rest as white. Of course, today’s standards are beyond this binary segmentation. To be exact 59 classes 

exists in State-of-Art Fully Connected Convolutional Network (FCN) [1] architecture. Application of 

image segmentation varies from self-driving cars to robots to medical imaging since it provides some 

degree of human level of visual awareness to the machines. As a benchmark project, different datasets 

(VOC12, Cityscapes, ADE20K) [2][3][4] were used in order to compare how well same Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNN) architecture does when dataset is changed.  In addition to the dataset change, 

different measures of success (pixel-wise accuracy, mean accuracy, mean IoU score and weighted IoU) 

are used to determine the model's success. Different CNN architectures of FCN and Pyramid Scene 

Parsing Network (PSPNET) [5] are taken under consideration and being tested under varies dataset and 

success measurements. For a curious reader, U-Net [6] is not examined in this benchmark because it 

focuses on medical images and the datasets relevant to study do not contain medical images. This 

benchmark’s focus is to address suitable CNN architecture or architectures due to similarity of the input 

to the datasets that are tested in this benchmark. While focusing on this goal, benchmark also tries to 

address suitable CNN depths for tested architectures and accuracy trade-off due to the less depth. 

Different architectures beyond CNN or different dataset performances are not examined in this study so 

pre-deep learning techniques, feature extraction or selection machine learning techniques are not part of 

the study. In the study, due to the lack of computational power, official publicly available pre-trained 

weights are used for each architecture which is pre-trained for that specific dataset, ie FCN50 on VOC12.   

 

2. Benchmark 

 

2.1 Datasets   

 

2.1.1 VOC2012 

 

VOC2012 is the 8th version of the dataset for visual object recognition and segmentation challenge. It has 

been created by Mark Everingham and John Winn in 2005 and updated annually to 2012. There are 20 

different classes (person, car, boat…) in the dataset. Half of the VOC2012 dataset consists train and 

validation set, and the other half consists test set. The images in training data have an annotation file with 

a bounding box and a class label [7].  Also, most of the images are annotated with pixel-wise 

segmentation of each object for the segmentation task [7].  

 

There are 2913 images and 6929 objects in train and validation sets. As it can be seen on Table 1, there 

are 887 human images and 1733 objects. Each image in the segmentation subset has class segmentation 

and object segmentation for accurate segmentation. In class segmentation, each pixel in an image is 

labeled as a class or background to mask different classes from each other. In object segmentation part, 

pixels are labeled with an object number such as first, second, third object etc. which can be used to 

obtain a class or background [2]. Object segmentation is used to separate instances of the same class. 

Ground truth segmentations are very accurate but there might be some wrongly labeled pixels. There are 

bordering regions with a width of five pixels which can have a background or object. These regions are 

marked with a ‘void’ label which shows that corresponding pixels might be any class.   
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Table 1. Statistics of the segmentation image sets [2]. 

 

In Figure 1, a is the original training image, in b image is segmented with many different class labels such 

as human, horse, background. ‘Void’ (cream colored) label is also used to show border regions and label 

difficult objects. In the image c, each object instance is separately segmented [2]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of segmentation ground truth [2]. 
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2.1.2 Cityscapes 

 

Cityscapes dataset is a benchmark suite and evaluation server to train pixel-level and instance-level 

semantic labeling. It has been constructed by M. Cordts, M. Omran, S. Ramos, T. Rehfeld, M. Enzweiler, 

R. Benenson, U. Franke, S. Roth, and B. Schiele in 2016. It contains semantic images of urban streets and 

30 classes such as person, road, car, truck, etc. It includes images of various cities, different weather 

conditions, several months, different backgrounds and frames. The dataset has 3 different types of 

annotations which are semantic, instance-wise and dense pixel annotations. This dataset has “5000 

annotated images with fine annotations” and “20000 annotated images with coarse annotations” [3]. Fine 

annotations are high quality dense pixel-wise annotations and on the other hand, coarse annotations are 

coarser polygonal annotations. 

 

 

 

 

 

Cityscapes dataset’s size, scene variability, complexity and annotation richness make it a source beyond 

previous works for semantic segmentation [3]. 

 

 

  

Figure 2 & 3. Example of coarse annotations which overlayed colors encode semantic classes [3]. 

 

Figure 4 & 5. Example of fine annotations which overlayed colors encode semantic classes [3]. 

 

Table 2. Average and absolute number of examples for Cityscapes, KITTI, and 

Caltech [3]. 
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2.1.3 ADE20K 

Fully Annotated Image Dataset (ADE20K) is a dataset which is constructed by Bolei Zhou, Hang Zhao, 

Xavier Puig, Sanja Fidler, Adela Barriuso and Antonio Torralba in a scene parsing article. While 

constructing ADE20K dataset, their aim was to have a large set with different scene categories with 

intense annotations for all the visual concepts. ADE20K contains 20.210 in its training set, 2.000 images 

in its validation test and lastly 3.000 images in the test set. In the dataset, there are 3.169 class labels 

annotated and 2.693 of them are object classes while 476 of them are the classes of parts of the objects. 

Images are annotated in a detailed manner with objects and many of the objects are also annotated with 

their own components. Although many objects are annotated with their parts particularly in its validation 

set, images in the training set are not annotated that exhaustively [4].  

 

         Figure 6. Images in the dataset annotated in detail [4]. 

 

As demonstrated in Figure 6, the first row shows the original image while the second and third row show 

the segmented versions and the annotated parts of the segmented objects respectively. Additionally, if the 

color difference for diverse objects are considered, there is a large color gap between different categories 

of objects whereas same or close object categories have a small color gap between them. 

  

Table 3. Scene complexity statistics [3]. 
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Images of ADE20K dataset are collected from LabelMe, Places and SUN datasets so that 900 different 

categories defined in SUN database can be included. The annotation was made by just one expert with 

LabelMe interface (see Figure 7). 

 

2.2 CNN Architectures  

 

2.2.1 Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) 

 

Pyramid scene parsing network is a model, which has been developed by Hengshuang Zhao, Jianping Shi, 

Xiaojuan Qi, Xiaogang Wang, Jiaya Jia in 2017 and aim of the model to assign each pixel in the image a 

category label and understand the scene completely with the help of scene parsing [5]. State-of-the-art 

scene parsing methods can predict the label, shape, location of each object according to the context of the 

scene. For instance, even though a house and a boathouse are shapely similar, if there is a river in the 

scene, the model would predict the object as a boathouse. The difference between PSPNet and other 

scene-of-the-art methods is that creator of PSPNet extended the pixel-level feature to the “specially 

designed global pyramid pooling one” and offered an optimization method with deeply supervised loss.  

 

 

    Figure 8. Overview of PSPNet [5].  

Figure 7. The annotation and labeled objects done by the expert [4]. 
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How PSPNet works is as follows: given an input image (a), CNN is used to get the feature map of the last 

convolutional layer (b). After that, Pyramid Pooling Module is applied to get different sub-region 

representations, followed by upsampling and concatenation layers to form the final feature representation, 

which carries both local and global context information in (c). At the end, the representation is fed into a 

convolution layer to get the final per-pixel prediction (d) [5]. 

 

Zhao et al. developed deeper neural networks, which are beneficial to large scale data classification, to 

further analyze PSPNet. There are four depths of 50, 101, 152 and 269. In our research we choose 

PSPNet 101 and PSPNet 50 to analyze the accuracy rate.  

 

 

 
 

                        Table 4. Deeper pre-trained model gets higher accuracy rate (pixel-wise accuracy 

          (Pixel Acc.) and mean of class-wise intersection over union are used (Mean IoU)) [5]. 

 

 

PSPNet came in first place in ImageNet Scene Parsing Challenge 2016 (see Table 2) and the ADE20K 

dataset is used in the challenge. For evaluation pixel-wise accuracy (Pixel Acc.) and mean of class-wise 

intersection over union are used (Mean IoU). 

 

 

 
         Table 5. Results of ImageNet scene parsing challenge 2016. The label “Ours” is  

         PSPNet 50. The final score is the mean of Mean IoU and Pixel Acc. [5]. 

 

There are more analyzes with other datasets such as VOC2012 and Cityscapes. PSPNet 101, which has 

been trained on Cityscapes, achieved 80.2% accuracy and PSPNet 101, which has been trained on 

VOC2012 achieved 82.6% accuracy. The visual differences between models trained on different datasets 

can be seen in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11.  
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        Figure 9. PSPNet 50, trained on ADE20K [5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Figure 10. PSPNe101t, trained on VOC2012 [5]. 
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     Figure 11. PSPNet 101, trained on Cityscapes [5]. 

 

 

2.2.2 Fully Convolutional Networks for Semantic Segmentation (FCN) 

 

Convolutional networks in image classification, output one label for the image. FCN is a network which 

uses the same network for making prediction at every pixel. 

 

 

 
      Figure 12. Fully Convolutional Networks can be used  

      efficiently for pixel-size image segmentation [1]. 

 

 

  

In this network, unlike the classification task, 1*1 convolutions are used instead of fully connected layers 

to get an image whose size is smaller than the input size and which will be used at the upsample part. This 

process is shown in Figure 13. 
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       Figure 13. Classification to pixel-size prediction [1]. 

 

 

In the upsampling part of the network, the pooled layer of the image is upsampled to get the same size 

image as input. After the 5th pooling layer in the convolution part, the upsampled prediction is called 

FCN-32s (see Figure 14). But as the image going smaller, the location information is also lost. To avoid 

that, the output from some certain pooling layers (pool3, pool4 and pool5) are used and combine with 

each other. FCN16-s consists of fusing of 2*2 upsampling of pool5 and pool4. FCN-8s consists of fusing 

of 2*2 upsampling of pool4 and pool3. In this way, the loss of information is becoming smaller. 

 

 

 

             Figure 14. Fusing the layers with each other to get more accurate segmentation [1]. 

 

 

FCN-8s results better in the same image among the others because of less location information. The 

results are shown in Figure 15. 

 

 

 
  Figure 15. FCN-8s has the best result [1].  
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FCN networks are also tested in PASCAL VOC 2011 and 2012, ADE20K (MIT SceneParse) and the 

Cityscapes dataset. The results are in Table 1. 

 

 
   

 

 
 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

  

In conclusion, FCN is a useful network for the image segmentation task because it makes the loss smaller 

with the fusing part. 

 
 
3. Research Methodology 
 
Our three objectives were to compare the successes of 

 

• the same models trained with different datasets 

• the same architecture with different depths 

• different models trained on the same dataset 

 

on particularly human segmentation. In order to achieve these objectives, we downloaded models that are 

implemented with Keras. Since training these models is a tremendously costly operation on both time and 

computational power, we used pretrained models to test them with our human picture data. The models 

that we tested with human pictures were 

 

• PSPNet50 (Pyramid Scene Parsing Network), trained with ADE20k dataset 

• PSPNet101, trained with VOC2012 dataset 

• PSPNet101, trained with Cityscapes dataset 

• FCN (Fully Convolutional Network), trained with VOC2012 dataset  

Table 6.  Scores of FCN-8s in Pascal VOC [1]. 

Table 7. Score of FCNs in Cityscapes dataset [3]. 

 

Table 8. Score of ADE20K dataset on various models [5]. 
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First, we coded a little Python script to make our models runnable, therefore testable (see Figure 16). 

 

 
 

                  Figure 16. Python script that segments an image with the selected model 

 
Then, we prepared a little test data of 4 human images by downloading them online. And we tried to 

achieve our objectives in 3 steps. 

 

1. After inputting our test data into two PSPNet101s (one trained with VOC2012 dataset, the other trained 

with Cityscapes dataset), we ended up with two segmented images that make us able to simply evaluate 

and compare the results for our first objective. 

 

 

 
 

     Figure 17. Outputs of PSPNet101s trained with Cityscapes 

     and VOC2012 datasets. 

 
 
2. For our second objective, we inputted our test data into PSPNet50 and PSPNet101. Since these models 

are structurally the same but their numbers of layers differ, the difference between their outputs gave us 

intuitive deductions about how the number of layers influence the performance of the model. 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Outputs of PSPNet50 and PSPNet101s  
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3. Lastly, to be able to compare FCN and PSPNet101 trained on the same dataset, we took a glance at 

FCN paper and realized that there are samples which are the outputs of the model trained with VOC2012. 

So, we inputted the same image from the paper into our PSPNet101 model in order to infer how different 

models succeed regardless of the dataset that they are trained with. 

 

 

 
                Figure 19. Outputs of FCN and PSPNet trained on both VOC2012 dataset [1]. 

 

 

All of our coding work is done on PyCharm CE. The models are downloaded from GitHub [8]. Our 

image data is in the format JPEG, outputs are in the format PNG. 

 
 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
• PSPNet 101 has a better performance than FCN when they are both trained with the 

same dataset (VOC2012). PSPNet 101 resulted as a more accurate segmentation to the 

ground truth. 

 

• PSPNet 101 has a higher accuracy when it is trained with VOC2012 dataset instead of 

Cityscape dataset. 

 

• PSPNet 101 model which is trained by VOC2012 dataset has a higher accuracy than 

PSPNet 50 model trained with ADE20k dataset. 

 

• PSPNet 50 model trained with ADE20k dataset has a higher accuracy than PSPNet 101 

trained with Cityscape dataset. 

 

• PSPNet 101 has a better accuracy than PSPNet 50 because deeper pre-trained model 

gets a higher performance [2]. 
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